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Let X be any Hausdorff space, C (X) the linear space of all bounded (real or 

complex valued) functions on X. The supremum norm of a function 1 on X is 

written as 11/11. 

For locally compact X , R. C. Buck [1] (see also [2] , [3]) has introduced the 

strict topology in C(X) , and proved that every strictly continuous linear func
tional on C(X) can be represented by a Radon measure. Our purpose is to 

extend this definition to general topological spaces X and to prove that a Iinear 

functional on C(X) is strictly continuous if and only if it is tight. Here a 

linear functional 1 on C(X) is called tight (see [4], [5]) if lim I(f，α) =0 for 

every norm-bounded net (/a)a fA in C(X) that converges to 0 uinformly on a lI 

compact subsets of X. 
Let φ be the set of all bounded real functions rp on X that vanish at infinity 

(i. e. , for every ê> 0 the set {x E X: 1 ψ(x) 1> ê is contained in a compact subset of 

X). Every ψ e φ induces a seminouIl 11 11φ on C(X) by the fonnula 

11 1 11φ= 11/，씨 1 ， (f E C(X)). 

The strict topology in C(X) is the locally convex Hausdorff topology determin" 

ed by the collection of these seminorms. It is easy to see that for locally 

compact X we obtain the same topology in C(X) if we admit only con tt'nμoμs 

functions in to φ. Thus. for locally compact X our definition coincides with 

Buck’s. 

For any function 1 on X and any KcX we denote by IIK the restriction of 

fto K, while 1I/IKII=sup{l/(x)I:HK}. 

THEOREM. A liηear lunctional 1 on C(X) is tight il and only zf it is continuous 

with respect to the strict topology z"n C(X). 

PROOF. “ IF". Let 1 be strictly continuous. Let (f a)α E A be a not in C(X) , 

11 1 al :::::1 for every α， lim f.α=0 uniformly on compacts. We have to prove that 

Iim I Cf.α)=0. Take any ê>O. There is a φeφ such that II(f) 1::::: 1 I11ψ for 

evcy 1 E C(X) and therc is a compact sct KcX that contains every x E X for 

which 1φ(x) 1> ê. For sufficicntly large αwe have 11 1 a 1 KII .11 띠1:::::ε; for all thcscα 
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Ila(x)ψ(x) 1 s.;: 1 fα(x)I. 1I φ11 드é if x f K , 

1Iα (X) qJ (X) 1 s.;:1I f，α 11 és.;:é if X ( K. 

‘ 
Hence, II Cf.α) 1 s.;:1I 1αIlrp s.;: é for sufficicntly large α. 

“ ONLY IF". Now assumc that 1 is tight. Wc construct a φ F φ such that 

II(f) 1 되1/11ψ for cvcry IfC(X). 

W c first rcmark that for any givcn é> 0 there exists a compact sct K cX 

such that 1 I (f) 1 s.;: é 11/11 for all 1 f C(X) that vanish on K. lf for some é no 

such K existed, for evcry compact K thcrc would bc an 1 K f C(X) with 1 K 1 K =0, 

11I K 1 s.;: 1, I (f K) 1> é. Now the compact subscts K of X form in a natural waya 

dirccted set (K s.;:K' if Kc二K’). Thus, the 1 K form a norm-boundcd net in C (X) 

that converges to 0 uniformly on compacts. It follows that Iim J( I K ) =0, and 

we have obtaincd a contradiction. 

Hence, for every positive intcgcr η therc is a compact KllcX such that IIC/) 1 

s4-nll/ll if If C(X) , IIK,, =O. WC may assume K1ζK2c....... For evcry 1 

f C(X)and every η definc OnlfC(X) by 

((}nf) (x)=/(x) if I/(x) 1 되I/IKnll ， 

(f3"f) (x) = τ작$37 1lf| Knl| if 1f(X) ! 리I/IKη11 

Then 11 f3 nl 11 드 II/IK"II ， OIl I=/on Kκ， and 1/1=I f3nll +1/-θn/l. 
Let ψn bc the characteristic function of K" , and put ψ=E2-n+2φ”. CIearIy, 

(jJ fφ， and we arc done if 1 J (f ) 1 s.;:1I /11 ço for aII f f C (X). 
Take 1=lof C(X). For every η definc 1", g n f C(X) by 

gn=(}nl n-1' In=ln-1-gn. 

Then InIKn=O, andlfη1 s.;: Iln- 11 s.;: •••••• 드 1/0 1=1/1 ， so that II(/n) 1 드4 -nlllnll 
s.;:4-"1I/1I. Because both/"and I n- 1 vanish on Kn- l' so docs g", and II(gl1) 1 

s.;: 4 -n+ 1I1g씨1=4- 11 + 1뼈nl n-111 s.;:4-".-11In_1IK" s.;:4-• 111/1 K"II. Since 1= g: • . 
.. + g"+I,, for every n, II(f) 1 :::::::z::r"+lII/IK"II. 

Now for Xf Kn we have 2-η +2 1/(x) 1 s.;: I/(x)φ(x) 1 s.;:1I/1싸· 
Therefore, 11I1 K ,, 11 s.;: 2’'-211/11φ. It follows that II(f) 1 되1I1ψ· 

NOTE. A simiar proccdure works for any lincar spacc E of bounded fun::tions 
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on X provided it has the following propcrty. F‘0 1" cvery compact KζX there is 

a map O:E• F and a number ß such that for all!f E: O(f)==! on K, 1θ (f) i 
::;:ß 111 , 18(/)11 ::;:ßII!I KII. 

‘ 
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